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Intro to Reading and Writing Analytically

1. Reading and Writing analytically means to determine what its meanings, 
purposes, and effects are and to show how its parts work together to 
achieve those meanings, purposes and effects. 
2. All textual analysis is rhetorical analysis.
3. Rhetoric is the faculty of discovering all the things a speaker/writer 
might do in a given situation to make his/her text meaningful, purposeful 
and effective. 
4. Good citizens and good students need to know how texts work on them. 
5. Reading analytically is something most thoughtful people do every day.

What is Rhetorical Analysis?
So let rhetoric be defined as 
the faculty 
of discovering 
in the particular case 
what are the available means 
of persuasion. 
(Aristotle, On Rhetoric, 1355b)

Notes for Classical Schema

Rhetorical Situation: Exigence (context, situation, circumstance), audience 

(intendend reader/listener) purpose

Appeals - Logos, Ethos, Pathos

Whole Text structure/arrangement - organization/stucture/form

Surface Features - diction, syntax, imagery, figurative language
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David Jolliffe’s Classical Schema for Rhetoric 
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August
18 Monday 21 Thursday

19 Tuesday 22 Friday

20 Wednesday 23/24 Saturday/Sunday
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Details Diction

SyntaxConflict

SentencesSetting

OrganizationCharacterization

Conventions

Delivery

Imagery

Tone

Figures 
of Speech

Point of
View

Dialogue

Symbols

Meaning

Style

Meaning (i.e. theme or central idea) refers to the core 
message embedded within a piece of literature. The goal of 
literary analysis is to extract and explain the meaning of a 
piece of literature. Do this in 3 steps.

1. Break the work down into its most effective elements

2. Explain those elements in detail with plenty of concrete 
details (evidence) and commentary.

3. Show how those elements fit back together to develop the 
overall theme or meaning of the piece.
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26 Tuesday 29 Friday

27 Wednesday 30/31 Saturday/Sunday
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Rhetorical Device (Writer’s toolbox) Function (responses in their readers)

1. analogy/metaphor/simile to make a pointed comparison, often a very powerful comparison

2. hyperbole to provoke a response, to cast something in a strong light

3. understatement to spark the readers imagination or make a pointed observation

4. juxtaposition to call attention to extremes

5. imagery to illustrate an idea, a feeling or the particular qualities of something; to 
 produce a feeling or an idea.
6. alliteration to create a memorable phrase

7. allusion to lend authority to an idea, to make an association with something the 
 reader knows to create a memorable phrase
8. refrain to create a memorable phrase

9. anaphora/repetition/parallelism to create a memorable, powerful effect, to reinforce an idea

10. tone to communicate an attitude towards the subject

11. undertone to communicate an attitude towards the subject that cuts beyond the 
 attitude that appears on the surface 
12. words w/heavy connotations to cast the subject in a particular light, to imply

13. selection of detail to concretize a particular idea, fact, or feeling

14. lists to create a sense of overwhelming force or magnitude

15. irony to convey complexity

16. paradox to point out an apparent contradiction

17. anecdote to provide a concrete example or humanize an abstract concept

18. humor to disarm the audience, diffuse hostility, warm the reader to the writer’s 
 ideas
19. satire to ridicule or inspire reform

20. sarcasm, verbal irony to ridicule or criticize

21. invective to ridicule, chastise or convey contempt

22. narrative pace to convey energy or intense feelings (or lack thereof)

23. appeals to reason, emotion to provoke the audience to respond in a particular way, to tap into a 
patriotism, religion, ethics readers values

24. rhetorical question to provoke the reader to respond or to think, or to lead them to the  
 next idea

25. short, staccato sentences to call attention to an idea

26. paraleipsis to draw attention to something while pretending not to do so
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September Sunday Monday Tuesday

1 2 3

7 8 9

14 15 16

21 22 23

28 29 30
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Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4

8 9 10 11

15 16 17 18

22 23 24 25

29 30 31
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Power Verbs

Summarizing, rather than analyzing, is one of the chief pitfalls of AP Rhetorical 
Analysis. Bland verbs, such as says and relates, tend to lead the writer into summary. 
Powerful verbs and verb phrases, used correctly, will make your writing more 
analytical and incisive.
suggests
hints
intimates
implies
questions
casts
sheds light
clarifies 
masks
notes
observes
asserts
concedes
qualifies
affirms
criticizes
admonishes
challenges
debates excoriates
berates
belittles
trivializes
denigrates
vilifies
demonizes
disparages
ridicules
mocks
points out
acknowledges
emphasizes
minimizes
dismisses

demonstrates
underscores
sugarcoates
flatters 
lionizes
praises
exaggerates
downplays minimizes
exposes
articulates
explores
lists
supports
establishes
evokes
induces
quotes
cites
draws attention to the irony
calls attention to details

Verbs Related to Rhetorical 
Modes of Development

compares
contrasts
classifies
defines
narrates
describes
argues
persuades

analyzes
explains
exemplifies
illustrates
summarizes

Structure Verbs

opens
begins
adds
connects
juxtaposes
draws a parallel between
foreshadows
uses an analogy
turns to
shifts to 
transitions to
concludes
finishes
closes 
ends
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angry   sad    sentimental
sharp    cold    fanciful
upset    urgent   complimentary
silly    joking   condescending
boring   poignant   sympathetic
afraid   detached   contemptuous
happy   confused   apologetic
hollow   childish   humorous
joyful   peaceful   horrific
allusive   mocking   sarcastic
sweet    objective   nostalgic
vexed   vibrant   zealous
tired    frivolous   irreverent
bitter    audacious   benevolent
dreamy   shocking   seductive
restrained   somber   candid
proud   giddy   pitiful
dramatic   provocative  didactic

Tone Words
A list of tone words is one practical solution for providing a basic tone vocabulary.  
An enriched vocabulary enables students to use more specific and subtle descrip-
tions of an attitude they discover in a text.  Include such words as:

Words That Describe Language
Students often need to develop a vocabulary that describes language.  Different from 
tone, these words describe the force or quality of the diction, images, and details.  
These words qualify how the work is written, not the attitude or tone.

jargon  pedantic  poetic   vulgar  euphemistic 
moralistic  scholarly  pretentious slang   insipid  
sensuous  idiomatic  precise  exact   concrete
esoteric  learned  cultured  connotative symbolic  
picturesque plain   simple  homespun  literal  
figurative  provincial  colloquial  bombastic  trite
artificial  abstruse  obscure  detached  grotesque  
precise
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September
1 Monday 4 Thursday

2 Tuesday 5 Friday

3 Wednesday 6/7 Saturday/Sunday
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September
8 Monday 11 Thursday

9 Tuesday 12 Friday

10 Wednesday 13/14 Saturday/Sunday
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September
15 Monday 18 Thursday

16 Tuesday 19 Friday

17 Wednesday 20/21 Saturday/Sunday
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1-9 Descriptors
1/2 3/4 5/6

Limited Success
Off topic
Soap Box Lecture
“I” Focus
Argues against writer’s views
Testimonials
Teacher lecture on terms
No awareness of audience
Major distracting grammar errors
Brevity/summary
No analysis
Inaccuracies

Argues the obvious
Lacks detail
Wanders off topics
General/limited supporting evidence
“In conclusion”
Simplistic syntax, colloquial

Point by point
Summary/paraphrase
Tour guide/lacks connections
Limited attribution

Inadequate
Limited analysis
Pointless metaphors/analogies/al-
lusions
Paraphrasing through over quoting
“Prosaic paraphrase”
Limited focus i.e. diction
Proving the obvious
“Obviously” “you”
Colloquial diction “even”
Clichés/truism openings
Immature focus/sense of audience
No sense of completion
Either abrupt or bland summary

Repetitive syntax
Overstatements
Exaggeration through adverbs
“Completely/never/always”

Reactive not reflective
Source driven
Proximal v distant
Summary of obvious
Floating quotes

Inconsistent/Adequate
Focuses on less difficult
Rhetorical devices
Linear/in organization
Step by step laborious analysis/for-
mulaic
Structure over content
Occasional insights
Limited narrow thesis
(Often three parts)
Summary conclusions
Once over lightly, thin analysis

Generic/formulaic

Focuses on less obvious
Documents/concepts
Some use of outside information
Some direct attempt to answer 
question (analyze, cause and 
effect, define key factors/charac-
teristics)
Position important but not fo-
cused/prioritized
Clear attribution
Conversation with sources

7 8 9
More than Adequate

More fluid in style 
Sections insightful
Often one section particularly 
insightful
Limited because of time yet reveals 
analytical skills
Clear thesis, sometimes implied, 
focusing on more significant ele-
ments of question
Attempts a more difficult task 
Strong sense of audience

Diverse evidence

Reflective/multiple perspectives

Effective
Strong sense of control/organiza-
tion
Control/organization
Insightful (tied to human condi-
tion)
Mature in style/vocabulary
Tight link between supporting evi-
dence (text)
To author’s intent

Multiple perspectives
Global perspective
Shows awareness of reasoning 
fallacies
Never demeaning
Notes some legitimacy of oppos-
ing views

Very Effective
Magical at times
Attempts more challenging con-
cepts (i.e. figurative language, 
organization, use of extended meta-
phors, pacing, narrative devices)
Mature openings/often inductive in 
organization
Takes risks - always under control

May begin by asking questions 
then respond/conversation
Conclusions not just assertions

Note: Descriptors are general for rhetorical analysis (regular font), argument (italicised), and synthesis (bold)
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September
22 Monday 25 Thursday

23 Tuesday 26 Friday

24 Wednesday 27/28 Saturday/Sunday
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September/October
29 Monday 2 Thursday

30 Tuesday 3 Friday

1 Wednesday 4/5 Saturday/Sunday
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Analyzing DICTION

Diction is simply the words the writer chooses to convey a particular meaning.

When analyzing diction, look for specific words or short phrases that seem stronger than the others (ex. 
Bragg’s use of slingshot instead of travel). Diction is NEVER the entire sentence!

Also, look for a pattern (or similarity) in the words the writer chooses (ex. Do the words imply sadness, 
happiness, etc?). This pattern helps to create a particular kind of diction.

This pattern can also include repetition of the same words or phrases. Repeating the same word or 
phrase helps the reader emphasize a point, feeling, etc.

Effective diction is shaped by words that are clear, concrete, and exact. Good writers avoid words like 
pretty, nice, and bad because they are not specific enough. Instead, they rely on words that invoke a spe-
cific effect in order to bring the reader into the event being described.
Examples:

A coat isn’t torn; it is tattered.
The US Army does not want revenge; it is thirsting for revenge. 
A door does not shut; it thuds.

Diction depends on subject, purpose, occasion, and audience.
The subject often determines how specific or sophisticated the diction needs to be. For example, articles 
on computers are filled with a specialized language: e-mail, e-shopping, web, interface. Many topics gen-
erated special vocabularies to convey meaning.

The writer’s purpose – whether to persuade, entertain, inform – partly determines diction. Words cho-
sen to impart a particular effect on the reader reflect the writer’s purpose. For example, if an author’s 
purpose is to inform, the reader should expect straightforward diction. On the other hand, if the au-
thor’s purpose is to entertain, the readers will likely encounter words used in ironic, playful, or unex-
pected ways.

Diction also depends on occasion. Formal diction is reserved for scholarly writing and serious texts. 
Informal diction is often used in narrative essays and newspaper editorials. Colloquial diction and slang 
are typically used to capture the language of a particular time frame or culture.

Finally, the type of diction a writer uses depends on the audience (readers, listeners). An author who 
uses sophisticated diction knows he is writing for an intelligent audience. An author who uses more 
informal diction knows he is writing for an audience of varied intelligence.

When you are writing an essay in which you are analyzing the diction of the writer:
Avoid saying: “The writer used diction...” – since this is obvious (diction IS the words on the page; with-
out them, the page would be blank).

Instead, say: “The writer creates a ______________ diction through the use of...” OR “The language of 
the text is ___________________.”
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Below are just a few words that you may use to describe the type of diction used by 
the writer. You may want to add words to this list or circle the ones you use frequent-
ly.

abstract  learned  academic  loaded   

ambiguous  lyrical  biting melodious  

bombastic monosyllabic brusque nostalgic 

cacophonous  obscene casual obscure   

caustic offensive  concrete  ordinary   

colloquial  ornate  colorful  passionate 

common  patriotic  connotative  pedantic   

cultured  picturesque  crisp  plain   

curt poetic  denotative  political 

detached    polysyllabic    divisive    precise   

emotional    pretentious    esoteric    provincial 

euphemistic    romantic    euphonious    scholarly 

everyday    sentimental    exact     shocking 

fanciful    sincere    flowery    slang 

figurative    subdued    folksy    symbolic 

formal    tame     grandiose    technical 

idiomatic    trite     inflammatory   unifying 

inflated    uppity    informal    vague 

insincere    vulgar    jargon    literal
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October Sunday Monday Tuesday

5 6 7

12 13 14

19 20 21

26 27 28
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Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

3 4 5 6

10 11 12 13

17 18 19 20

24 25 26 27
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October
6 Monday 9 Thursday

7 Tuesday 10 Friday

8 Wednesday 11/12 Saturday/Sunday
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Ways to Think and Write about Style
Style - The following words in categories can give you apt terms with which to describe various 
writing styles. This list is by no means exhaustive. It’s just to get your thinking started.

Ways to Think and Write about Organization
One can talk or write about organization in many ways. Organization can range from something 
small like a paragraph in an article or the stanza of a poem to larger things such as the way an 
argument is structured in an essay, or a chapter developed in a novel, or how an entire book is 
put together. Also various other terms are used to mean the same thing. A test question might 
ask “how is _____ structured,” and this too would be addressing “organization.”

On many tests, especially AP English tests, being able to answer questions about organization 
in multiple choice questions or being able to write about it in an essay question is especially 
valuable just because many students (your competition in this instance) cannot do this with any 
proficiency. Below is a list of terms that describe common ways for authors to organize their 
writing. If you are trying to analyze or write about organization, you might use these terms:

Clarity Obscurity Plainness Embellishment
lucid
explicit

obscure
vague
involuted

unvarnished
severe
commonplace
unimaginative
sparse

ornate
flowery
turgid
bombastic
florid

Conciseness Diffuseness Elegance Inelegance
brief
terse
laconic
succinct
sententious

verbose
prolix
rambling
protracted
wordy
convoluted

polished
classic
graceful
symmetrical
felicitous

graceless
vulgar
labored
ponderous
tasteless

Vigor Feebleness Conformity Unconformity
forceful
mordant
incisive
graphic
impassioned
trenchant

prosaic
unvaried
sketchy
weak
puerile
inferior
ineffective

ordinary
commonplace
bromidic
exemplary

singular
amorphous
bizarre
extraordinary

Cause and Effect
Compare and Contrast
Spatial organization (organized 
around “where”)

top to bottom/bottom to top
near to far/far to near
left to right/right to left
back to front/front to back
microcosm to macrocosm/mac-

rocosm to microcosm
Time Organization

first to last/last to first
most recent to most remote/
most remote to most recent
then to now/now to then

Other Miscellaneous Ways:
Simple to complex/complex to 
simple

Order of importance
Order of magnitude/degree
Linear
Extended Metaphor
Conceit
Familiar/Unfamiliar
Logical progression
Association - how things are 
related
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13 Monday 16 Thursday

14 Tuesday 17 Friday

15 Wednesday 18/19 Saturday/Sunday
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Argument Persuasion
•	 gain legitimacy
•	 convince of credibility

Purpose •	 gain consent
•	 motivate to action/non-action

•	 appeal to logic Method •	 appeal to values, desires, emotions
•	 formal Usage •	 formal, informal, non-standard
•	 data
•	 informed sources
•	 concession for legitimacy
•	 definition (generic audi-

ence)

Characteristics •	 illustrations
•	 assertiveness
•	 jargon
•	 euphemisms
•	 overstatement/understatement
•	 “common man”
•	 specific audience
•	 connotation

•	 summary (repetition of ar-
guments)

Endings •	 often direction - action/no action

•	 logically - often linear or-
ganization (i.e. most to least)

•	 clear assertions (often at 
beginning first third)

Organization •	 Organizational development for  
building emotion

•	 Relate to reader then charged exam-
ples

•	 Assertions often implied
Argument Perspectives - Value Priorities

Economic, political, sociological, psychological, religious/moral/ethical, practical, 
emotional rational, legal, environmental, historical

What is an Argument?
1. To give an argument is to make a claim about how things are or ought to be and to offer other claims as rea-

sons for its acceptance.
2. An argument is supported by evidence.
3. Evidence comes in various forms such as: research, statistics, examples, personal experience, stories, quotes, 

etc.
4. What counts as evidence varies according to the context of the argument.

Structuring an Argument
•	 We usually use three very general terms to describe the structure of an essay - intro, body, and conclusion
•	 An author may use more than one paragraph to sere as an introduction to his/her essay and, in turn, may 

write more than one paragraph as a conclusion.
•	 Within the body of an essay, there may be multiple paragraphs.
•	 In an essay, each paragraph performs a function that, in turn, serves the author’s overall purpose.
•	 Some functions that paragraphs may perform include: introducing, defining, comparing, contrasting, restat-

ing, developing, counter-arguing supporting, refuting, providing evidence, stating main claim, concluding, 
etc. 

•	 In an essay, paragraphs may be grouped together because they share the same function.
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HOW TO WRITE: AP Rhetorical Analysis Paragraphs and Essays

Things you must know in order to accurately analyze a text:
1. SOAPS
2. Rhetorical Strategies

a. Appeals (ethos, logos, pathos)
b. Style (diction, syntax, details, imagery, tone, etc.)

3. Why did the author choose these strategies for the particular audience, occasion, and/or pur-
pose?

a. This is the analysis part! Without this, you are merely summarizing the text.
b. Think about these questions:

i. HOW do the rhetorical strategies help the author achieve his/her purpose?
ii. WHY does the author chose those strategies for that particular audience and for that 
particular occasion?

Once you’ve identified the information above, it’s time to begin putting your thoughts and ideas 
into a format that proves you have accurately analyzed the text. There are many ways to write an 
effective rhetorical analysis essay. Below is one way that is a good, simple format to help you get 
started. You may find as you become more comfortable with analysis that you want to deviate 
from this format. That’s fine as long as you are still focusing on numbers 1-3 from above.

Introduction
The introductory paragraph to an analysis essay is usually brief. However, it must contain some 
essential information.

Put SOAPS in your introduction and follow this format: 

FORMAT:
1. Speaker, Occasion, and Subject
(Writer’s credentials), (writer’s first and last name), in his/her (type of text), (title of text), (strong 
verb – see list at end of this handout) (writer’s subject).
2. Purpose
(Writer’s last name)’s purpose is to (what the writer does in the text).
3. Audience
He/she adopts a[n] (adjective describing the attitude/feeling conveyed by the writer) tone in 
order to (verb phrase describing what the writer wants readers to do/think) in his/her (intended 
audience).

EXAMPLE:
Novelist, Amy Tan, in her narrative essay, “Fish Cheeks,” recounts an embarrassing Christmas 
Eve dinner when she was 14 years old. Tan’s purpose is to convey the idea that, at fourteen, she 
wasn’t able to recognize the love her mother had for her or the sacrifices she made. She adopts a 
sentimental tone in order to appeal to similar feelings and experiences in her adult readers.
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Body
This is the analysis part! This is where you include a detailed explanation of strategies used by 
the writer.

When writing an analysis, it is crucial that you work chronologically through the text. This 
means that you start at the beginning of the text and work your way through it by discussing 
what the writer is saying and the effectiveness of the strategies he/she is using at the beginning, 
middle, and end of the text.

Sometimes this means that you will discuss each paragraph (one at a time), and sometimes this 
means that you will divide the text into sections and discuss the beginning, middle, and end of 
the text. Whether you discuss each paragraph or each section depends on the length and organi-
zation of the text itself.

To help you move chronologically through the text, there are transition words you can use. A 
few of them are listed below:
Begins   opens   closes   contrasts  Shifts to  juxtaposes  
ends  moves to

Every analysis paragraph MUST:
•	 Identify the part of the text you are analyzing by using transition words and strong verbs to 

explain what is being said.
•	 Identify the strongest rhetorical strategies used in that particular section. This includes incor-

porating specific text examples (exact words from the text – see last page of this handout for 
proper format) into your own words. Do NOT try to discuss every strategy the writer uses; 
pick the strongest!

•	 Clearly and specifically explain how the rhetorical strategies are used to help the writer 
achieve his purpose and reach his audience.

•	 The above items must be woven together seamlessly into one sophisticated paragraph of the 
body of your analysis essay. A sample format is below:

FORMAT and EXAMPLE [from Pres. Reagan’s speech after the space shuttle Challenger explo-
sion in the 1980s]:
1. The first sentence identifies which section of the text you are discussing and the main idea of 
that section.

(Writer’s last name) (transition word) his/her (type of text) by (strong verb) that (main idea of 
this section of the text).

Reagan begins his tribute to the Challenger astronauts by acknowledging that the shuttle ac-
cident has appropriately postponed his planned State of the Union address and by expressing 
the depth of his and his wife’s personal grief.
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HOW TO WRITE: AP Rhetorical Analysis Paragraphs and Essays (Cont.)

2. The second sentence conveys the writer’s support for the main idea by identifying and provid-
ing a specific example for one rhetorical strategy used by the writer. [This sentence is repeated if 
you want to discuss more than one rhetorical strategy.]

He appeals to the mournful emotions of the audience by admitting that he and Nancy are 
“pained to the core” (3), that today is rightfully a “day for mourning and remembering” (2-3), 
and that the accident is “truly a national loss” (4).
       

3. The third sentence explains how the rhetorical strategies you discussed in the previous sen-
tences help the writer achieve his purpose by using an in order to statement.

He joins in this time of mourning in order to unify the nation and humbly admit that “we 
share this pain with all of the people of our country” (4).

4. The fourth sentence identifies the effect of the writer’s use of these rhetorical strategies on the 
audience.

This outpouring of emotion from the president conveys a calming tone that reassures the Na-
tion that their grief is both understandable and proper.

Put it all together and this is what one paragraph of the body of a rhetorical analysis essay 
might look like:

Reagan begins his tribute to the Challenger astronauts by acknowledging that the shuttle 
accident has appropriately postponed his planned State of the Union address and by express-
ing the depth of his and his wife’s personal grief. He appeals to the mournful emotions of the 
audience by admitting that he and Nancy are “pained to the core” (3), that today is rightfully 
a “day for mourning and remembering” (2-3), and that the accident is “truly a national loss” 
(4). He joins in this time of mourning in order to unify the nation and humbly admit that 
“we share this pain with all of the people of our country” (4). This outpouring of emotion 
from the president conveys a calming tone that reassures the Nation that their grief is both 
understandable and proper.

Conclusion
The conclusion is probably the easiest part. Be brief. In one-two sentences, simply remind your 
reader of the things you said in the introduction.
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